Introduction and Scientific Goals
Studies of accreting stellar mass black holes address some of the most significant questions in astrophysics, including probing regions of strong gravity close to the black hole as well as improving our understanding of ubiquitous phenomena such as accretion disks and jets. The few dozen black holes (BHs) or black hole candidates (BHCs) that we have found in the Galaxy [29] show X-ray variability on time scales from milliseconds to years as they accrete matter from their binary stellar companions. Their X-ray fluxes can vary by factors of more than a billion, becoming, at times, the brightest sources in the X-ray sky.
That these sources have great potential for helping us to learn about fundamental physics has not gone unnoticed, and accreting BHs received significant attention in the 2000 Decadal Review. The panel on High-Energy Astrophysics from Space included BH science in forming its list of "astrophysics challenges" [4] . Specifically, these include the challenge to "form an indirect image of the flow of gas around a black hole" and to "understand how jets are created and collimated." With X-ray timing at the millisecond level, we are probing the regions of the accretion flow at the very inner edge of the disk. Not only do we know that there is variability coming from these regions, but there are signals at specific frequencies (quasi-periodic oscillations or QPOs) that provide quantitative constraints on the properties of the inner disk.
In the following, we first discuss the major progress that has been made using X-ray timing to study BHs over the past decade. We then focus on opportunities X-ray timing can provide in the next decade related to the goals of testing General Relativity (GR) in the strong field limit and understanding jets. Finally, we discuss the observational requirements that an X-ray timing mission would need to take advantage of these opportunities. 
X-ray Timing and Black Hole Astrophysics in the Next Decade
In the next decade, we must accelerate progress for quantitative applications with GR in investigations of accreting BHs. The radiation properties of matter in strong gravity can be used to conduct fundamental investigations in physics, while constraining the physical properties of the BHs, i.e., mass (M) and spin 1 . Modeling relativistic accretion disks and broad iron Kα emission lines in X-ray spectra are current techniques for measuring BH parameters. We must continue to develop these approaches, as well as engaging in additional techniques, such as interpretations of QPOs and X-ray polarimetry. For all of the models used to interpret the data, there are concerns about assumptions and systematic uncertainty. Thus, it is necessary to use multiple techniques and to obtain measurements of BH parameters whenever possible. This motivates the strategy to focus on BH spin [29] , and to capitalize on the continuing enterprises that seek BH mass measurements.
The primary focus of this white paper is the opportunity for advancement related to X-ray timing measurements, and the HFQPOs represent one of the most enticing opportunities. HFQPOs potentially offer the most accurate constraints on BH mass and spin, since the frequencies are measured in a straightforward manner, with no distortions due to distance, reddening, or other effects common in astrophysics. The expected link between HFQPOs and strong gravity is based on two arguments. First, there is the relationship between frequency and BH mass mentioned above (although this is still based on a small number of systems). Second, HFQPO frequencies are as fast as the dynamical frequencies associated with the inner edge of the accretion disk. GR theory imposes an inner boundary condition in the form of an innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) that is outside the event horizon. For example, for the cases, a * = {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}, the event horizons lie at {2.0, 1.9, 1.0} R g and the ISCO radii are {6.0, 4.2, 1.0} R g , where R g ≡ GM/c 2 . For a given BH with the same illustrative spin values, the maximum orbital frequency has values ν ISCO = {220, 351, 1615} Hz (M/10 M ⊙ ) −1 . GR also predicts that small orbital perturbations do not produce closed orbits, and separate oscillation frequencies would be observed for the radial (ν R ) and polar (ν θ ) coordinates (e.g., [24] ). Both are slower than the Keplerian frequency (ν φ ), while all three coordinate frequencies depend on both the BH mass and spin. We can now illustrate the expected origin of HFQPOs with the help of Figure 2 . We choose the BH GRO J1655-40, adopting the optically determined mass (6.5 M ⊙ ) and the spin value inferred from the analysis of the thermal state X-ray spectra (a * ∼ 0.75). The curves for the coordinate frequencies (ν φ , ν θ , and ν R ) vs. disk radius are shown. The orbital frequency (ν φ ) at the radius in the disk where the accreting matter would experience maximum energy loss is 437 Hz, which is remarkably close to one of the HFQPO pairs (300 and 450 Hz) actually measured for this X-ray source. It has also been noted that observed oscillations are unlikely to be faster than the dynamical frequency (ν φ ) at the radius where the QPO originates [34] . In Figure 2 , this would imply (for 450 Hz) R QP O < 5R g . Furthermore, this HFQPO may exclude the possibility of a * = 0 for GRO J1655-40, since in that case (for 6.5 M ⊙ ) ν max = ν ISCO = 338 Hz. HFQPOs transport us to realms where R < 10R g , and a proper interpretation would yield immediate constraints on BH spin when the mass is known.
Thus, the key questions for HFQPO investigations are: what theoretical models can explain these oscillations? And what new observations can be made to point us in the right direction? A general theory of oscillation modes for accretion disks in the Kerr metric has been developed [17, 38] . The turnover of the ν R curve in Figure 2 illustrates the natural capacity of a relativistic accretion disk to trap and grow high-frequency oscillations. Using linear perturbation theory, the normal disk modes were calculated, but the predictions are not consistent with the 3:2 ratio seen for the HFQPO pairs. It has also been suggested that HFQPOs arise from a non-linear resonance mechanism [1] , since resonances are known to exhibit oscillations with commensurate frequencies. Resonances were first discussed in terms of specific radii where GR coordinate frequencies scale with a 3:1 or a 3:2 ratio. These simple ideas have been replaced by considerations of resonances in fluid flow (e.g., [18] ). Other models utilize variations in the geometry of accretion. In one model, state changes are invoked that thicken the disk into an accretion torus, where the normal modes can yield oscillations with a 3:2 frequency ratio [30, 3] . It is also possible that HFQPOs exhibit properties of a magnetized accretion disk, e.g., the rotating magnetic spiral waves in the accretion ejection instability (AEI) model [35] .
Both the observational and theoretical sides of the HFQPO question suffer from a fundamental problem. The observations of HFQPOs in BHs suffer from chronic signal-to-noise starvation. Half of the detections (see Figure 1) were only achieved after averaging PDSs over several observations. The effort to link oscillations to theory requires a more complete representation of the harmonic structure of HFQPOs that can be compared to predictions derived from full modal analyses. The current observational deficiencies clearly require new missions with larger collecting area. As illustrated in Figure 3 , a factor of 10 in area would open a new window in the study of millisecond oscillations from accreting systems. In addition, to the possibility of detecting other resonances, detection of the oscillations within time intervals over which they are coherent would permit identification of the mechanism of decoherence and should provide insight to their physical origin. This is a key step in understanding the QPOs so that they can be exploited as tools to study fundamental physics [15] . On the theoretical side, current models are deficient in terms of specifying the radiation mechanisms that would imprint a given oscillation mode into the X-ray light curve. This step is critically important, given the fact that HFQPOs and LFQPOs are commonly tied to a hard X-ray component, rather than the thermal component that can be directly attributed to the accretion disk. Such considerations apply to both analytical models and to GR-MHD simulations (see [28] ).
Observations of LFQPOs with a large effective area X-ray timing mission also provide a major opportunity for the next decade. The evolution of LFQPO properties as a source moves from one state to another can provide unique insights in the underlying changes in the accretion flow geometry. Moreover, LFQPOs probably also originate close enough to the BH for GR to have a significant effect on the QPO formation. One of the models for LFQPOs in BHs is Lense-Thirring precession of the inner part of the disk, and if this is correct, then this would provide yet another independent measure of BH spin. Two areas of LFQPO research that can be opened up further by next generation timing instrument are QPO folding (e.g., [36] ) and phase resolved spectroscopy. These techniques are intrinsically better suited for LFQPOs than HFQPOs, because of their lower frequencies and higher amplitudes, but require count rates higher than typically obtained with current instrumentation. While crude attempts have been made to measure the energy spectrum of QPOs [12, 27] , phase resolved spectroscopy, in which spectral changes are followed throughout a QPO cycle, will provide more direct information on the connection between the QPO and the individual spectral component, some of which provide their own spin constraints.
While there are other more advanced time-domain analysis techniques (e.g., phase lags, coherence, etc.) that would benefit from a large effective area X-ray timing mission in the next decade, we close this discussion by emphasizing the link between BH jets and X-ray timing signals on both long and short time scales. Characterizing the connection between jets and spectral states discussed above has depended on multi-wavelength observations, including ∼daily monitoring of BH transients as they move from state-to-state over periods of months (e.g., [16] ). Independently of Xray observations, we are expecting two major improvements to these studies over the next several years. One of these is the great increase in radio capabilities expected with facilities that provide all-sky monitoring like the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) and the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA). With such capabilities, we will obtain radio data while interesting BH behavior is occurring rather than observing after such behavior has occurred. Secondly, there have been advances in theoretical modeling of the emission from jets (e.g., [20] ), allowing us to connect measurements to physical jet properties. However, to take advantage of these improvements requires that we also keep up our ability to monitor these sources in the X-ray band.
Observational Requirements for X-ray Timing
The state of the art in X-ray timing is the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) mission. RXTE has an all-sky monitor that has been essential in tracking the behavior of accreting X-ray sources, but provides little detailed timing information, and a narrow-field/large-area detector array, the Proportional Counter Array (PCA), that produced most of the scientific advances described above. The only mission currently scheduled for launch that will build on RXTE's timing capabilities is the Indian ASTROSAT mission. ASTROSAT will contain an X-ray detector array comparable to the PCA, but will not offer any significant advance beyond the PCA in sensitivity or energy resolution.
The scientific goals described above require new instrumentation. The key observational goals are increased sensitivity (both detection of weaker QPOs and detection of known QPOs on shorter time scales), improved energy resolution, and a capability for monitoring (since the BH sources are highly variable and certain signals, such as HFQPOs, only occur in certain spectral states). For bright sources, defined as sources for which the source counting rate is much larger than the background counting rate, the time for detection of a QPO signal varies as T ∝ 1/A 2 , where A is the effective area [15] . An increase by a factor of 10 in A will lead to a decrease of two orders of magnitude in the time required for the detection of QPO signals. This would enable a new X-ray timing mission to achieve a qualitative advance in the measurement of QPOs by permitting the detection of kHz QPOs within their coherence time (see Figure 3) .
Non-focusing detector arrays are effective timing instruments for the brightest sources. Next generation detector arrays are likely to be based on solid state rather than gas detectors that offer improved response at high energies and improved energy resolution relative to the PCA [14, 6] . For weaker sources, sheer area is not the only concern, and the background counting rate must also be considered. A disadvantage of large, non-focusing detector arrays is their high background counting rates. This limits the effectiveness of such arrays for weak sources for which focusing telescopes are strongly preferable. Options include the use of a single detector at the focus of a large telescope [2, 7] or an array of small telescopes each with a compact detector [13] . Focusing telescopes can achieve very large areas at low energies, below ∼10 keV. The small detector sizes for focusing telescopes also permit much improved energy resolution relative to non-focusing detector arrays.
